
FINDING MY WAY
WITH THE HELP OF MY CASA



A Special

Message to

our CASA

Volunteers

This activity book is designed to help children
through the difficult time they are facing being
in the court system. We hope these activities

will help to explain the court process, and
answer questions children my have about

their family's situations. It will also help you, as
a caring adult in their life, identify the child's
needs and wishes so that you can advocate
for their best interests in court. Thank you for

your commitment and passion.

About the Allen County

Office of GAL/CASA
The mission of the Allen County Office of

GAL/CASA is to advocate for the best interests
of children who are involved with the court as
victims of child abuse and/or neglect in Allen

County and strive to ensure that these children
are safe and have a permanent home.
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Download "Finding My Way, With

the Help of My CASA" by going to: 

AllenCountyCASA.org

Click on the Resources tab

Helpful Tips for the CASA

See insert or download companion guide on
our website to assist with conversations

around the activities in this book.



My name is:

 

 

 

When grow up
I want to be:

 

My name is Kate. 
When I first met my CASA 

I had a lot of questions.

Maybe you have questions, too.

This is your book! 
Fill in the spaces below:

I am ___ years old.

HELLO



One special thing you should know about me is: 

My favorite game is: 

My favorite
sport is:

I have __ teeth on top
I have __ teeth on bottom

I am 
         feet, 
         inches 
tall



Who are you?
What is a CASA?

A    B    C    D    E    F    G    H    I    J    K

L    M    N    O    P    Q    R    S

T   U   V   W   X   Y   Z

Match the picture in the word puzzle with the same picture in the alphabet key. On the word puzzle,
write the letter that appears below the matching picture in the alphabet key to solve the word decoder.

CASA Volunteers are sworn officers of
the court. They are appointed by a

judge to advocate for children who have
been abused or neglected. But what
does CASA stand for? Complete the

decoder puzzle to find out!
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Who will be on my
team to help me?

Your team is working hard to keep you safe and make
sure you have everything you need. Use the color code to

learn who will help and discover what is in the picture!



What is a case manager?

Ask your family's case manager to help you fill
in this section the next time you talk to them.

My case managers name is:

I can call my case manager
on the phone by dialing:

How can your case manager help you?

setting up visits with my family

getting help for my feelings

extra help with school work

explain what's going on

being my advocate

other ideas: ____________

Trace the dotted lines.



Do I have to

go to court?

Sometimes children go to court but not every time. Your CASA
will always attend court and advocate for your best interests. 

Help your CASA Volunteer find
their way to the court house.



Next to your
CASA or 

 case worker

Witness
stand

What will court
look like?

Court
conference

room

Can you color the courtroom?
The judge has placed stars at all

of the locations you might sit
when you visit a courtroom. 



What will the judge want
to know about me?

Your CASA will talk to the judge in court.

What do you want the judge to know?

Here are some questions the judge might

ask your CASA.

How are you
doing in school?

What do you need
help with?

Judge

Tell me about
where you live.

Is there
anything else
you want me

to know?



Finding
childcare

Getting
healthy

Fixing drug or alcohol problems

Getting a job Visiting doctorsFinding a place to live

Getting things
right with police

and court

Learning to be a
good parent

Taking classes

Fixing anger
problems

Color the places your parents might go.

What will my parents bedoing while we areinvolved with the court?



What about my

parents? Will I see

them again?

There are many reasons kids are removed from their
parents' home. Some reasons might be:

Maybe their parents have no

place to live.

Maybe their parent needs help

from other adults.

Maybe their parent is sick and

needs help from doctors.

Can you think of another

reason?

Color the picture of Marky and his dog.



Play cards

Look at school work

Read

Color

Eat

Play with
toys

Listen to
music

Play sports

Play video games

Laugh

What will happen at visits

with my family?

Draw a line through the

maze to find activities to

do with your family.



The judge said
I will live in a

different
home for a

while. What
will it be like?

Who lives in your home?
Write their names below

Other kids

Pets

Grownups

Babies



2. Put a blue X where you could
put your clothes.

3. Place a red circle around a 
 good place to have lunch.

4. Put a yellow smiley face
around a good place to play
games with your family.

Maybe you could live in a house like this.

Color a room your favorite color.1.

Where

will I

live?

Your CASA will visit
you wherever you live. 



When I had to leave my
house I left with nothing.

Can I get some of my stuff?

When kids leave in a hurry they
may leave behind blankets,
stuffed animals and even

pictures. Your CASA may be
able to help. Ask them!

Draw a picture of your family.



Where will
I sleep?

Draw a picture of yourself
in a safe, warm bed.

Do any of these items make
you feel safe and cozy when
you go to sleep? Circle the

item or draw your own.

Open door Stuffed animal

Favorite pillow Lights on

Favorite blanket Nightlight

Glass of water Bedtime story



What kind
of food

will I eat?

Ham        Turkey        Cookies       Orange Juice       Yogurt      Bread

Eggs        Broccoli       Fruit            Lucky Charms    Milk          Jam

    

No matter where you

live, you can try new

foods or ask for some

of your favorites!

 

Circle the food

names in the word

puzzle.  



What if I
need help
at school?

Math

Reading

Sports

Recess

Friends
Lunch

Gym

Art

Teachers

Your CASA will talk with your
teachers and make sure you

get the help you need.  
 

Draw a line from the pictures
to the front door to show what

you like best about school.
You can color too!



Why are my

feelings all

mixed up?

Color the faces that show the feelings that you are having.

SADNERVOUS

FRUSTRATED MAD

LONELY HAPPY

EMBARASSED LOVED

It is okay and
normal to have a

wide range of
feelings. 

 
Your CASA is
here to listen. 

 
Let them know

how you are
feeling. 



What if 
I have

things I am

worrie
d about?

It is hard to talk about your feelings. Drawing can help! Draw a picture
of something you are worried about and share it with your CASA.
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Who can I talk to?

Complete the dot to dot and color the picture.

Name some people

you can talk to

about problems,

worries or ideas:



Can you help us

finish the book?

Write down some other questions that you have.

Ask your CASA to help you find the answers.



AllenCountyCASA.org


